The National Health Service is in a perpetual state of change. Foremost among the latest is an emphasis on that most elusive of properties, quality, and the means to deliver it include clinical governance, NICE (the National Institute for Clinical Excellence), CHI (the Commission for Health Improvement), and the revalidation and reaccreditation of doctors. There is no evidence, only presumption, that these innovations will improve quality, and they may well increase rather than decrease costs 1 .
My main worry about the large, untested, changes being imposed on the NHS is their unknown side-effects. NF Simpson put this well in his nonsense play A Resounding Tinkle:
And suppose we solve all the problems it presents? What happens? We end up with more problems than we started with. Because that's the way problems propagate their species. A problem left to itself dries up or goes rotten. But fertilize a problem with a solutionÐyou'll hatch out dozens.' ACCOUNTABILITY Practising doctors who believe that accountability for medical practice should remain with doctors risk accusations of vested interests. I would be dishonest to pretend that doctors think only of their patients and not of themselves. But is it true, as we are so often told, that public trust of the medical profession is at an all-time low? Certainly there are plenty of dissatis®ed patients prepared to complain to the willing media, but complaints about everything are increasing. According to a MORI poll conducted for the British Medical Association in 1999, doctors were reckoned by the public to be the most likely profession to tell the truth. The 91% of people questioned who believed that doctors tell the truth was higher than on any of the other three occasions since 1983 that MORI had held the same poll. Even when reminded of media stories of doctors' mistakes, 90% believed that doctors were doing their jobs very well or fairly well.
It is the politicians and the media who are telling us that the public have lost con®dence in doctors. Some of the doctors' concerns are because of vested interest. Doctors are generally respected, and this gives them a power they are loth to lose. But I have to ask to whom would the public want this power transferred. When Tony Blair says that the BMA, as the doctors' trade union, thinks only of doctors but the Government thinks of patients as well, do the public believe him and wish control of medical treatments transferred to politicians or their appointees? Are we asked to believe that politicians and the media are impartial and, unlike doctors, free of vested interests?
Doctors should do the best they can for their patients, and they must remain responsible and answerable primarily to their peers for the medical aspects of healthcare. Accountability for medical aspects of healthcare cannot be judged by the public, or managers, or politicians, or number-crunchers putting randomized controlled trials under the evidence-based-medicine grindstone; accountability for medical aspects of healthcare can be judged only by other doctors who know the problems of practice. A surgical colleague once asked me if I could tell how good a surgeon was by working with him; he admitted that he had only the vaguest idea of whether an anaesthetist was a good anaesthetist.
QUALITY
Medical aspects of quality are different from the patients' view of quality. Claire Rayner, president of the Patients Association 2 , wanted healthcare staff to be properly trained, supervised and registered but her emphasis was on nonmedical matters. She asked for decent working conditions and proper remuneration for staff; for staff to be happy and in a state to remember how vulnerable patients are; for appointment systems that work; for money not to be too important a factor in decisions about healthcare; for careful assessment of how much each patient wishes to be involved in decisions about his or her care; for dignity in hospital, especially that patients be shielded from foul smells and unpleasant noises; and for good communication within the service. None of these aspects of quality relates to the aspects on which the politicians and particularly the media are concentrating. This is indeed the concern of doctors, where doctors must be fully involved and in control. I can think of no reason why any group of people should be trusted more than doctors to do this. I claim no moral superiority for doctors; but I do claim a better understanding of medical issues by doctors, because that is what they are trained to do. Patient±doctor partnership is the vogue, but Claire Rayner sensibly asks not for doctors to involve patients fully in decisions but for doctors to assess carefully each patient's wishes (which implicitly acknowledges that the doctor will occasionally get it wrong). What is the point of ®ve years of medical school, a more intense than ever postgraduate medical education, postgraduate diplomas and all the rest, if the presumption at the end is that the doctor knows no more or no better than the patient? Sheila McKechnie, of the Consumers' Association, was quoted in the Guardian as seeing a time when patients are better informed, whereupon drug regulation could be`deconstructed, diagnosis automated and doctors down-rated to``prescribing advisers'' '. I for one do not wish to be down-rated to a prescribing advisor, and if my resistance is judged vested interest, then so be it. I do not believe that such a healthcare system would be a better one.
ISSUE OF THE DAY
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CLINICAL GOVERNANCE
Clinical governance, described as`a system through which NHS organizations are accountable for continuously improving the quality of their services and safeguarding high standards of care by creating an environment in which excellence in clinical care will¯ourish', incorporates many of the other managerial innovations. This soundbite de®nition epitomizes the whole idea, which was set out in an essay in the BMJ by Scally and Donaldson 3 . My criticism of their vision appeared later in the same journal 4 . The main points were that Scally and Donaldson's description was vague and lacking in detail; that they clearly understood the real dif®culties, how to improve leadership, how to de®ne quality, but gave no clue how to solve them; that their reliance on rhetoric (exempli®ed by the de®nition) was likely to be counterproductive when aimed at people familiar with such tactics; and that quality will not be assured simply by making an untried system a statutory duty.
After publication of this article, I received much support, mainly from clinicians. More interesting were the objections to my criticisms. Some people accused me of negativism 5 , for which I make no apology: I do not claim to know how to solve all the problems of the NHS, but here were people claiming to do just that, and in a way that to me seemed fatally¯awed, if only because a greatly increased amount of non-clinical work was being demanded of clinicians without any explicit funding. One correspondent, Kieran Walshe, took me more to task in the detail of my criticisms. He disagreed that the effect of clinical guidelines would be, as I put it,`hordes of people ticking boxes on other people's work'. I remain sceptical. A Medical Protection Society newsletter described the test of successful clinical governance as`when a chief executive can ask about evidence-based practice in any given specialty and be given a response that conforms to best practice guidelines and protocols.' Since chief executives will not come and ask individual practitioners, this will have to be done by some process similar to ticking boxes. (Such a test of`successful' clinical governance begs the question of what makes guidelines and protocols authoritative best practice 6 .)
As Kieran Walshe implied, there are aspects of quality in healthcare that can be measured, and from which we can improve medical care. He disagreed with my more laissezfaire attitude, which I summarized by suggesting that the key was`good working relations' within the service. His comment on this phrase was to add`whatever that means'. It is indeed an empty phrase, one of those dif®cult-to-de®ne things that lead people to say,`I can't exactly say what it is, but I know it when I see it.' But the irony is that Scally and Donaldson's article, which Walshe was defending, was full of these phrases. There was even an imagined interview of an aspiring medical director, whose`vision' of clinical governance was`mechanisms for effective clinical audit' learn[ing] from complaints', and`clear skills and competencies'. When a member of the`appointment panel' eventually (but to my mind rather tardily) asks, Okay, could you be a bit more speci®c?', the applicant offers more about wrong culture, minimum of hierarchies, environments of learning and evaluation, leadership skills of staff nurses and so on.
Walshe ended by reckoning that my article would give people wanting to improve the NHS little to smile about, but I am not smiling. I see it all as politics and rhetoric, and the rhetoric has been stepped up and made more hostile since the replacement of Frank Dobson by Alan Milburn as Secretary of State for Health. At least Kieran Walshe entered into some debate about clinical governance; otherwise this has been conspicuously lacking. Heard wrote 7 that the opportunity offered by clinical governance is that it opens the debate on quality, but most of the debate focuses on`how';`why' is ignored. Scally and Donaldson never wrote to defend their ideas. In a recent article 8 specially commissioned for the Journal of the Medical Defence Union, Donaldson made no reference to my article, or to any other article critical of clinical governance. It is as if ignoring criticism will somehow ensure that clinical governance will work. There is a more sinister undertone. Clinical governance and NICE and the rest have been introduced to improve quality. Without evidence they are now synonymous with quality, and critics of these structures and institutions are accused therefore of not wanting quality. This is seen most forcefully in the politicians' dismissal of any argument or objection to any intended change as coming from`forces of conservatism', people wishing to hold up the`modernization' of the NHS. So far, this modernization is ill-de®ned, beyond the unproven primary care groups, the seeming demand for patients to be able to see doctors whenever they want and enormous amounts of money being invested in computer technology. What is really happening is the sti¯ing of intellectual debate. Are healthcare workers expected to use their intellectual faculties to advance medical treatments but to suppress these faculties when they consider the wider running of the service? Scally and Donaldson summarized clinical governance with a ®gure entitled`Integrating approaches of clinical governance' 3 . The six segments of a hexagon were labelled coherence, risk avoidance, poor performance, infrastructure, culture, and quality methods. In each segment were listed various properties: under poor performance appeared early recognition, decisive intervention, effective self-regulation, and feedback on performance. This same hexagon could be constructed for any organization for any time: it is a wish-list. Who would not want all the things that Scally and Donaldson list?
ACCEPTANCE OF IMPERFECTION
I put a similar hexagon in my article 5 , which I titled Disintegration of clinical governance'Ðpolitics, bureaucracy, expectations, culture, resources, and incoherence. Expectations is the most destructive! I listed doctors, managers, patients and relatives, and pressure groups. I should have included the media. Resources is the most dif®cult. I am not alone in pointing out that there is nothing new about clinical governance 9 ; it is all sorts of old things patched together, and some of them such as audit, guidelines, and evidence-based medicine are less secure than their enthusiasts like to believe. They are all necessary parts of the medical scene, but their¯aws are dangerous for our healthcare system if they are relied on too strongly. When clinical governance fails, at least for a media hungry for stories of death and disaster to sell their newspapers and boost their viewer ratings, who will be blamed for its failure?
In the United States, considerations of money have been more important than in the UK for driving managerial control, but similar structures are in place. A doctor's wife asked 10 , Who would have believed that my spouse's judgement, honed after years not just of study but of day-to-day dealings with people and their problems, would be constantly questioned by nameless and faceless minions armed with rule books, or that these same anonymous people would determine what continuing education was or was not appropriate?'
An inner-city GP wrote 11 , Doctors are intelligent people, who have generally worked hard . . . [but] they are being treated as if they were criminally inclined and stupid into the bargain, in need of the superior wisdom of the government to keep them in order.'
Certainly there have been well publicized examples of the NHS failing its patients; there always will be. But I am unconvinced that any far-reaching comprehensive changes were necessary. Reacting to problems is always thought less worthy than being`proactive', but being excessively proactive carries the risk that much effort is wasted investigating problems that are not problems at all. The strategy of investing all aspects of quality in a single structure, clinical governance, may back®re painfully.
For healthcare to be sensibly contained, with doctors and other staff feeling able to work to its limits, politicians will have to rein back public expectations, which means the media allowing this to happen. This does not mean accepting a second-rate service but accepting a realistic service. There will be no winnersÐnot doctors, not politicians, and most importantly not patientsÐunless we come to accept the inevitability of imperfection.
